
Three Girls Get 1972 MSC Exchange Council Scholarships
Present and New
Students Honored
At LuncheonHere .-m..,

Students attending college un-

der the sponsorship of the MSC
Scholarship Program were guests

of the NASA Exchange Council
at a luncheon at MSC last week.

Winners of the 4 >,ear scholar- _ 4_ - --
ships awarded in April were an-
nounced as:

Kathk:cn Brown, daughter of
Jean Brown of the Safety, Reli-
ability and Quality Assurance
Directorate;

DeborahNorman,daughterof }t
Murray Norman of the Technical

iServices Division, Center Opera-

tions Directorate; and
Patricia Stokes, daughter of

Katherine Stokes, Flight Tech-

nolo,,v Branch, Engineering and SCHOLARSHIP LUNCHEON--Winners of the MSC Exchange Council's four-year college scholarships for this year plus some of the students already_- studying under past scholarshipswere guests of the Council at a luncheon last week. The group included, from left, Nancy Junek, Kathleen Brown,
Development Directorate. Lee James, Marilyn Bockting and Bob Bailey of the Council, Patricia Stokes and Deborah Norman. Kathleen, Patricia and Deborah are this year's

Deborah and Kathleen plan to scholarship winners.

enterSanJacintoCollege,where P_OUNDU

Deborah will prepare for a career Petrone Is
as a physical education teacher

and Kathleen will take courses Joint Flightleading to future studies at Texas
A&M in the field of marine biol- NASA MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS

DirectorPatrieia plans to seek a degree VoI. 11 No. 20 September1, 1972
in the science field at Austin Col-

,e e:sh,: cons d,'r nacar erNewHart Posters Issuedfor Apollo17CrewHealth Program Rocco A. Petrone, NASAApollo program director, has
in education c_r with the space

program. All those MSC Picnic posters ny Hart for the flight crew health first was established, been assigned additional respon-
Lee James. son of Mew lames springing up around the center stabilization program. Response from personnel here, sibilities as program director of

of the Guidance and Control Di- (see page 2) are getting a bit of Hart -- "BC" and "The Wizard at blarshall and at Kennedy was the NASA portion of the US, /

vision, is studying to become a competition by a new series of of Id" -- turned out a set of six so good that program officials USSR joint manned space flight
dc-ctor, tie is attending Bavlor placards clone by Cartoonist John- posters when the health-watch asked the artist to continue the mission.
Universityunder a scholarshit_ series. As programdirectorof the

" ApolloSoyuzTestProject,Pc-
awardedin I970. Purposeof the posters,and cronewill have overallrespon-

Nancy .lupck has hecn wcrking _,._-. "_ / I_/_ rl_ARDc3F _ the health stabilization program,

Structure Laboratory in the Chem- R_ _[ TAKaN& F'l_ffr--ktYriOM_, 1 is to remind primary and secon- Monday, September 4, is a

/

• I_ Y(A.J M darv contacts
istrv Department at the Univer ..... i_J l/ l_lOr T'I41_ I_ " I . -- those personnel legal holiday in observance of

_ P_I_'__ I //' J and relativeswh°c°meint°var" Lab°r Day" All °ffiees will be

sire (_f ]_louston as an under C.g_.f-ACTi DIAEE:)LICAL. ious degrees of contact with a closed and employees will be

graduate research assistant, flight crew -- that crew health is excused from d u t y withoutShe is the daughtLr of Fred

Junck cf the Technical Services __'2"_'-¢--_ important, charge to leave or loss of pay
Division and was awarded her Special emphasis is placed on except those involved in func-

scholarship in 1969. She plans to _ health during the final few tions considered essential f o r
attend Texas A&M College of _ months of flight training, operations.
VeterinaryMedicineafter her

graduation from the U of H in _ One of Hart's title characters, sibilitv for the direction and man-the \Vizard, also is taking on a "
May1973. _ newrolein the unmannedspace agemcntof the United States

Two students sponsoredby _ program.He is to becometo the portion of the joint mission in-
MSC were unable to attend the _ unmanned program what Snoopy cluding the spacecraft and docking

luncheon: Sharon Guy, who is at- (Clare"' @ is to manned flight -- a svmboI module activities, flight oper-
tendingCaliforniaState Collegeat of excellenceand awareness in ations and crew operationsat the

(Co,ztinued on Page 3) the aerospace industry. Manned Spacecraft Center., laun-ch vehicle activities at the Mar-

Last Apollo to Land on Moon 1:55 December 11 on Page 3)Two Have Served
The Last Apollo--Apollo 17 mander, is command module The first lunar surface expedi- During the return flight to

is scheduled to touch down on module pilot, tion i.s planned to begin at about Earth, Evans will maneuver out 30 Years, Not 25
the Moon at 1:55 CST Monday Taurus-Littrow, a combination 5:33 p.m. CST on the llth. The side the Apollo spacecraft to re-
December ll. mountainou.s highlands and low- second and third are scheduled trieve film from the service Only two people reported the

Astronauts Gone Cernan, Ran lands valley region, is an impor- for 4:13 p.m. and 3:33 p.m. CST module experiment bay at about Roundup's short-chancing length-
Evans and Jack Schmitt will lift tam site in comp]eting the on December 12 and 13, respec- 1:33 p.m. December 17. of-service awardees by ten years
off frorn Kennedy Space Center scientific network on the Moon tively. Splashdown is planned for 1:24 in the last issue--"29 Employees
at 8:53 in the evening of Decem- and will offer the opportunity to The lunar roving vehicle will p.m. on the 19th at 17.9 ° South Total 800 Years' Service" -- but
bet 6. sample materials from large, steep- be used by Cernan and Schmitt on Latitude and 166" West Longi- those two were very sure of

sided mountains and dark non- all three of the seven-hour trips, tude in the Pacific Ocean. their facts. They were Ida Daniel
Their goal for that Monday mare material filling the valleys. The lunar module is scheduled and Joseph DeCorte, both of

landing is Taurus-Littrow. The landing poin_ is 20 ° 10' to liftoff the Moon at 4:56 p.m. Longest of any of the Apollo Safety, Reliability and Quality

Navy Capt. Cernan is spacecraft north and 30 ° 45' east of the December 14, and dock with flights, total mission duration is Assurance and both 30-year a-
commander. Evans, a Navy cam- center of the Moon as viewed Evans in the Command Service planned for 304 hours and 31 ward winners rather than 25 as

pilot. Civilian Schmitt is lunar from Earth. Module at 6:53 p.m. minutes, reported.
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Martinto Study'Grasshopper-Leg'
Roundup Swap-Shop Cargo-HandlingDevicefor ShuttleUse

Swap Shop advertising is available to MSC and on-site contractor' personnel. Articles or services must be offered
as advertised, without regard to race, religion, sex or national origin. Ads should be 20 words or less, including NASA's Manned Spacecraft cargo bay of the Space Shuttle.
home telephone number. Name and office code must accompany, but need not be included in, ad copy. Typed or
printed copy must be received (AP3 At_n: Roundup) by Thursday of the week before publication. Center has awarded a $226,256 The device wi11 be used to re-
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Clar,r_t Selmer Bundy model 1310S wood 57 Chevy 4 spd. Holley 4bbl carb. $175 e tjevf(Plme ronmental protection, and the Apollo spacecraft will be launch-
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3358 68 Ford F-100LWB pickup, insulated camp-
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Fun F_m!t_ar'. f:dt set workout gear af 72 Cheve,'!e Ma¢ihu 2502-dr hdtp. _wr coming program sponsored joint- inclination of 51.6 degrees to
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cost S_' sell h:r $25 Leonard 9444997. 10000 mi. not a scratch .<;3350 Maj Snyder

Mcht_,sh MA230 st ..... p ..... p.amp $175. 483.6381 s/on 6 will hold a 12-week course S/Dual societies, rendezous and dock with the

on safe boating beginning Tues- Featured spaeker at the Sep- Soyuz.

day, September t2, 7:30 - 9:30 tember 21 meeting in the Nassau During docked operations,

ROUNDUP p m in th,. GulfgateAudhorium. Bay Holiday Inn will be Arthur Soviet cosmonauts and U.S. as-Advanced registration is not \_,'. Busch, administrator of EPA tronauts will visit the space-

N*S_ _*._eo s,,,c_c,,*_r c_. _OUSTON. "_X*S required, however, it is suggested Region 6. craft {o the other nation by trans-

that you be there a little early The gathering will start at 6 /erring through a docking module

THe Roundup is an official publication of the National Aero- the first night for registration, with a social hour. joining the two crafts.

nautics and Space Administration Manned Spacecraft Center, There will be no charge for Buffet is at 7, and the program A major purpose of the mis-

Houston, Texas, and is published every other Friday by 1he this course, begins at 8. s/on is to demonstrate systems

Public Affairs Office for MSC employees. A manual will be available for For reservations at $5 per per- which will permit the docking of

Photographer: A. "Pat" Patnesky those who wish to purchase it son, call Jackie Blanchard 488- any future manned spacecraft of
a_ $4 each. 1270, extension 448. either nation in Earth orbit.
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NASAFACTS:TRACKINGAND COMMUNICATIONS

Ability to 'Talk' to Instruments, Men in Space Vital
This is another o_ the NASA low unmanned orbiting satellites Project Mercury's initial nee& _he ground stations and the con- States and Australia.

Facts brochures prepared to in- and deep space probes are oper- included: tracking and computing rrol center. Geography dictated the place-

form the public about activities ated by NASA's Goddard Space to determine orbital parameters Project Mercury's flight plan- ment of some sites---electronically
at tDe Manned Spacecraft Center Flight Center at Greenbelt, Mary- and spacecraft location for normal ning called f_ an orbit path fitted ships to provide coverage
and other NASA centers. The land. and aborted missions; at least 4 ranging from about 30 degrees in the vast ocean areas, for in-
Roundup is reprinting it as a So is NASCOM (for NASA minutes of voice and telemetry south of the Equator, so it was stance.

piece of general information and communications), which ties those contact between the spacecraft in that belt that the stations were These considerations, coupled
interest to MSC personnel and networks to the control centers, and each ground station, with to be established, with the fact that Earth's rotation

their families. When manned space flight was periods of interruption no longer Economy, as long as it did not relocates the tracking stations in
, , , undertaken, the program's plan- than 10 minutes; capabilities to decrease safety, was a major fac- relation to each spacecraft orbit,

hers wanted capabilities greater initiate reentry or abort: from the tor in locating the ground stations, brought compromises.
The ability to put a multimil- than the comparatively simple control center in case the astro- so some were positioned to make

lion dollar package of scientific tracking and data reception of un- naut could not do it; fast and re- u.se of existing facilities such as Contact gaps of longer than 10
in.struments into space means manned missions to that time. liable communications between missile test-ranges in the United minutes were necessary on some
nothing if nobody can find and orbits.

"talk to" the instruments; when y_A_'_ I_ _ The critical phase.s of launchmen are included in the package, t_ _-_') _ _ ¢_ " and orbit insertion were solidly

the need for reliable tracking and ,, _ covered, however, and reentry.
communicationis literallya mat- o andsplashdowncouldbe tailored

ter of life or death. _ to the available coverage.

Communication from space ,,.a_. y a," _ _3_v-_9" _--

" Configuration of the network

might be passive--earth-generated .,&_.. _ today is much the same as con-
signals bouncing off the metallic _[ [_ ceived for Mercury.

skin of Echo satellites, for in- "_ ,_*,'.;, _0..... c,,c0a,_ _ _o s,_,_ _,_,,0/ ¢2 While the face of the network
stance--or active transmission.s _ _ ,_,c_ _!,_ '_ __ has remained little changed, its

from radios within the spacecraft. _ ¢_ .......... ,_?_(v_ c..... _(_ _"_ _ workings have undergone exten-
It can be the one-way flow of sive modernizing.

informationfromthespace-borne The communicationslink to

experiments or back-and-forth ex- "_._v,_.t_eZ__..#. " ............. { a,.,__. ,sc_, _ _ _ the ground ¢down-link) carries

flightchangeScontrollers.betweenastronauts and c...... 0, "_ c,,s_¢"q sc..... c,,,cocu, _ informatiOnments,datafr°mfromSCientifiCsensorsin6tru-thatWhateverits nature,the link £ monitorspacecraftandastronaut

between Earth and space makes t_ _ i¢ o_,,, status, tracking signals, and voice
use of a global network of track- , ' .__ 5' communications from the crew;

ing and communications stations. []_)_,. ...... s --- __,c_, J_'_> _. , "_ the uplink (from the ground) re-A companion system utilizes ' -'_ lays commands to equipment--
signals that turn a camera on or

both wireless and cable communi- _ off, for example--and handles the

cations to connect those stations Laser Communications Experimentto the appropriate NASA control talk from the control center tothe astronauts.
center.

For manned flight, thecontrol U_e8 High Flying Eilington Plane separateOriginally'MSFNstati°nsusedradar,telemetry, andcemer in charge of the mission is _ command systems, each with its
located at the Manned Spacecraft
Center. Communication by laser beam atmosphere, tions systems for operational use own antenna and radio frequency.

The tracking and communicanon from the fringes of space is the The plane, operated by MSC in this decade. Between the Gemini and
system employed is called the goal of a two-month-long series from Ellington AFB, flies over A similar visible-light expert- Apollo programs, the network

Manned Space Flight Network of high-altitude aircraft originat- the ground station located on ment has been planned for the was changed to a system called
(MSFN). ing here. Re&tone Arsenal, Aia., near the ATS-G satellite, which NASA "unified S-band" which combined

With the cooperation of the Marshall Center. will launch in 1975. all the functions on one antenna.It and similar network to fol-
Manned Spacecraft Center, Mar- A trial run described by the A laser beam, as any other Apollo also required communi-

-- shall Space Flight Center, is test- experimenters as "highly success- electromagnetic wave, can be cations powerful enough to reachSeeretarles ew ing an experimental communica- ful" was run two weeks ago. modulated to transmit inform- to the Moon, so three sites with

tions system, including a helium- Checking out the pulsed laser ation. 85-foot antennas, for deep space

Officers Installed _eon laser transceiver in the air- radar acquisition and ranging Its advantage is in its much instrumentation were brought into
craft and an argon laser acquisi- system, the experimenters acquir- higher frequency which permits the program.F '7273Yor - ear _io_ and tracking station on the ed the aircraft and tracked it to more data to be transmitted dur-
ground. 58,500 feet but did not attempt ing a given period. They are located about 120

The Clear Lake Chapter of the The tests are being carried out laser communications. Theoretically, up to a million degrees apart--at Goldstone inCalifornia, Canberra in Australia,
National Secretaries Association through the use of a WB-57 air- The studies are being carried mlevision channels can be broad- and bladrid, Spain.
(International) has installed new craft operating at 60,000 feet, out for NASA's Office of Aero- cast simultaneously over a single
officers for the 1972-73 term. above 95 per cent of Earth's nautics and Space Technology laser from space, in Earth orbit, coverage is

Helen Weseman is serving the with most of the equipment de- through 30-foot antennas at the

Joi th Pay 11 stations.
chapter as president, Carol Jean Jot th Pay 11 v_o_e_ by Gilfillan, a division n e roSmith is vice president, Alma n e 1_o of International Telephone and But wbatever the means of re

Hurlbert, tresurer, Linnie Pat- Telegraph Corp., and Chwsler SavingsPlan. c_ the data, it still must be
terson, corresponding secretary, SavingsPlan. relayed to the people who need it.Corp. Space Division, both under

and Virginia Thompson, record- contract to MSFC. This is done by NASCOM.

ing secretary. Dr. Joseph Randall of MSFC is The system uses commercial
Jimmie O'Hare, CPS, Karen the principal investigator and telephone and telegraph lines,

Kumlacky, and Dixie Thomas are Wayne Wagnon is the project undersea cables, high-frequency
serving as directors, manager, radio, and even communications

The Clear Lake Chapter of Principal objective of the satellites to pass along the infor-.

NSA was chartered in 1969 and AVLOC (Airborne Visible Laser marion required to make real-time
has a membershipof 27. OpiticalCommunications)flight &visions--thatis, doing some-

NSA membershipis open to tests is to determinethe effects thingto influencean eventwhile

all secretaries meeting the neces- of the atmosphere on vertical it is still taking place.

sary requirements, transmission of laser beams. Obviously, data on the event
Membership information can The aircraft tests and earlier must be available quickly.

be obtained from Lea Bell at experiments using balloons are Build anestegg .... , ,
Lockheed Electronics, 488-0080 Sweetenyoursavings. part of an overall NASA program
ext. 375. to develop optical communica- Next issue: The Communicators.
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